Phenomenological hyperon-nucleon potentials are set up which fit all the available AN and 2:N scatterings. Then it is found that the three body ANN force contributes about -20 MeV to the binding energy of a A in nuclear matter. On the other hand, Bodmer and Usmani estimated it by using meson theoretical potential and they obtained it to be -25 to -30 MeV. Meson theoretical estimates give rather stronger repulsion than phenomenological ones.
As was discussed in Ref. 6 ), these two effects are actually due to the same mechanism. Namely, the effect of AI: conversion together with the Pauli principle in TCF can be taken into account by introducing the three body ANN force in OCF. Hence the three body ANN force in OCF can be estimated as the effect of AI: conversion together with the Pauli principle in TCF. Meson theoretical estimates of the three body ANN force are difficult in the sense that the results strongly depend on the parameters of .the potential. On the other hand, exact analytical calculation of AI: conversion together with the Pauli principle can be done if we use separable potentials for hyperon-nucleon interactions. This is the reason why we use the separable potential.
In this paper, we set up the YN potential from the available AN and I:N scatterings and estimate the three body ANN force in nuclear matter. The notations and the method of calculation are essentially the same as in Ref. 9) . We assume that all the YN interactions are in S state and represented by the separable potential of Yamaguchi's type. 10 ) 
where J-LA and J-Ll: are reduced masses for AN and :EN pairs, respectively. By using this relation, the number of parameters is reduced to 8:4 for the spin singlet state and 4 for the spin triplet state. Bodmer and UsmanP7) estimated the meson theoretical ANN force in nuclear matter. They obtained strongly repulsive ANN force which contributes -25 MeV to -30 MeV to BA(OCF). It seems that stronger repulsive ANN force might be required because of stronger attractive AN force used in their calculations. Even if we include higher waves and tensor forces in our potentials, L1B would not be changed so much in our formalism, because both of BAOCF) and BATCF)would be changed in the same way. In addition, the effect of the tensor force itself to BA has been estimated to be only a few MeV repulsion. I8 ) Nijmegen model D Finally, we would like to make a comment on the interesting work of A-nucleus single particle potentials by Millener, Dover and Gal. 24 ) In their calculations, some discrepancies should appear for the isospin saturated systems like ~He, ~Be, I~C, 2jSi and so on, because theoretical estimates of binding energies for such systems should be (much) larger than experimental values. To solve this problem, one has to introduce the three body ANN force in OCF, or to consider A17 conversion together with the Pauli principle in TCF. These discrepancies show the existence of the three body ANN force. 
